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FALL 1985

Yost named Provost/Executive Vice President

Kesler appointed 28th President
Jay L. Kesler assumed a familiar role
with a new organization when he became
Taylor University's 28th president on
September 1.
Kesler, a 1958 Taylor graduate, has spent
the past 30 years working for Youth for
Christ/USA, serving the last 12 years as
president. He resigned the position
August 1.
Board of Trustees Chairman John
McDougall announced Kesler's appoint
ment at a special faculty/staff meeting held
July 2. At the same time, McDougall
announced the appointment of Acting
President Daryl R. Yost to a newly-created
position, Provost/Executive Vice President.
Dr. Yost had served as interim president
since Gregg O. Lehman's March 10
resignation.
As president, Kesler will be responsible
for the "maintaining or achieving of board
policy directions on campus," he said. Yost
will be the chief internal operations person
for the university and report to the board
through the president.
"I feel that the structure that is being pro
posed and developed will enhance Taylor
University as we move toward the twentyfirst century," Yost said. "What we are
doing now, I am confident many other in
stitutions will be doing in the next decade."
Kesler, too, is confident about the suc
cess of the new working relationship. "We
will interface on everything," he said. "The
thing that we will strive for is a Biblical
model similar to David and Jonathan. I
hope to have Daryl Yost as my best friend
one year from today."
Youth for Christ has been the centerpiece
of Kesler's entire career. He was a director
in Marion while attending Taylor before
moving through the ranks to the presi
dency. The organization is an inter
denominational ministry to high school
young people in more than 200 American
cities and areas. As president, Kesler

represented Youth for Christ/USA in the
International Council of Youth for Christ,
a coordinating body for Youth for Christ
ministry in 62 countries.
Youth for Christ connections should
benefit Taylor University, Kesler believes.
"I'm anxious that these people know about
Taylor, because Taylor is one of the best
kept secrets among Evangelicals.
"I really feel that coming in, I come in
as a team member," Kesler added. "I
already believe that Taylor is doing a good
job in Christian higher education. I want
to expose that to others."
Yost believes Taylor must continue to be
a cohesive unit as it strives for excellence
in Christian liberal arts education. "The
most important thing to do right now is to
create an environment for increased sta
bility," he stated. 'We need a feeling of
unity among everyone as a member of the
Taylor family."
Besides receiving his bachelor's degree in
religion from Taylor, Kesler has been in
volved in studies at Ball State University
and has received honorary doctorates from
several colleges. He has been a frequent
speaker in chapel and during Youth Con
ference at Taylor.
A member of Taylor's Parents' Cabinet,
Kesler, 50, was recently selected to serve
on the university's board of trustees. The
Taylor University Alumni Association
presented him its Chamber of Achievement
Award in 1972 for bringing "recognition to
Taylor through outstanding personal and
professional accomplishment."
Kesler's wife, Jane, also is a former
Taylor University student. The couple has
three children, Laura, Bruce and Terri, all
of whom have been Taylor students.
Aside from working with Youth for
Christ, Kesler has published ten books and
is a speaker on "Family Forum," a daily
five-minute broadcast aired on more than
250 stations across the country. Kesler's

Taylor Student
Organization
welcomes
Jay Kesler

Kesler and Yost discuss Taylor University policy in the President's Office.

most recent book, Parents and Teenagers,
recently received the Evangelical Christian
Publishers Association Gold Medallion
award in the "Marriage and Family"
category. Other recent titles include Family
Forum, Breakthrough, Growing Places,
and Too Big to Spank, as well as the
popular I Never Promised You a
Disneyland.
Kesler also serves on boards for Chris
tianity Today, Evangelicals for Social
Action, Prison Fellowship International,
Christian College Coalition and Campus
Life magazine, among others.
Yost joined Taylor administration as vice
president for university advancement in
1983. He was appointed acting president by
the board of trustees upon Lehman's re
quested leave of absence and subsequent

Word of the appointment of a new president at Taylor
University was greeted with excitement by everyone
associated with the school. As the incoming president of
the Taylor Student Organization (TSO), I was especially
pleased to hear that the board of trustees had chosen Jay
Kesler as university president-elect. I was even more
encouraged to learn that he would be taking office before
the beginning of the fall term. Having Mr. Kesler as presi
dent as of September 1 will make TSO's transition to his
fresh approach to leadership especially smooth.
In talking with Randy Dodge, director of student pro
grams, I have learned that Mr. Kesler is ready and will
ing to work for the leadership program of TSO. His
established national reputation as a Christian leader will
be an important element in attracting quality student
leaders to Taylor, students who believe that leadership
begins with the servant attitude of Christ and a commit
ment to His lordship.
In addition, I want to thank Dr. Daryl Yost for the fine
job he has done as acting president. He has been receptive

resignation. Kesler feels fortunate in hav
ing an administrator with Yost's expertise
to handle campus responsibilities.
"I would have put forth as one of my
qualifications that Taylor would let me
have the best qualified educator/adminis
trator, academic leader, that could be
found," Kesler told the faculty and staff.
"When I got here, I found Taylor already
had one. . . . God listens. I become increas
ingly satisfied that God has put him (Yost)
where he is and me where I am."
Prior to coming to Taylor, Yost had been
vice president of human resources for
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Company
in Fort Wayne. Previously, he served as
superintendent of the East Allen County
School District in New Haven, Indiana,
from 1973-1982.

to the needs of the student body and very responsive
during a difficult spring semester. His appointment as
provost/executive vice president will be an excellent com
plement to the selection of Jay Kesler as president. Dr.
Yost's handling of the internal administration will allow
Mr. Kesler the freedom to fully represent Taylor across
the country as well as on campus.
I am confident that Mr. Kesler will be a great asset to
Taylor and to TSO. I am looking forward to working
together with him throughout the coming year. We in
TSO anticipate "tapping" his wisdom and insight as we
make preparation for our first high school leadership con
ference in the fall and our annual National Student
Leadership Conference in the spring. Mr. Kesler will have
the full support and prayers of the Taylor Student
Organization as he grows into his new role.

David Steiner, TSO President

God's faithfulness remains the key in transition
Eric Hoffer, the longshoreman philosopher, has writ
ten, "Not to be threatened by change requires inordinate
self-esteem." From a human viewpoint, it is relatively easy
to illustrate the truth of this statement. Even the most
confident and secure are often surprised by their emo
tions, if not their actions, in time of transition. For the
Taylor family, the summer of '85 has been characterized
by many changes. I find it interesting, and in numerous
ways threatening, to be the focal point of this change.
As I have thought about the subject of change, I would
add two thoughts to Mr. Hoffer's observation. First, that
in reality, one of the constants in our lives is change. To
refuse all change is to individuals and institutions the
beginning of inevitable decline and death.
In addition, Christians must believe that not to be
threatened by change requires either "inordinate selfesteem" or faith in God.
/4s I write these words to you, I am leaving a career
of 30 years in Youth for Christ. Through the opportunities
provided in this pursuit, I have had a variety of ex
periences that have taken me to over 50 countries of the
world and into many demanding and delightful circum
stances. Many people have formed the network of friends
and colleagues who increasingly make life easier and more
effective.
Now I find myself entering the world of Christian
higher education. There is legitimate reserve in the minds
of some as to whether my preparation suits the challenges

work, our churches, our communities and our families
as well as at Taylor.
Experience would show and the scriptures would teach
us that the God who has been faithful to us in the past
will be faithful in the future. This is the pattern of the
great prayers and narratives of scripture. David's
challenge to Goliath is an example of this truth. "The same
God who delivered me from the mouth of the lion and
paw of the bear will deliver me from the uncircumcized
Philistine."
There are great challenges before all Christians today,
and in our context, quite particularly before Christian
higher education and Taylor University. The real ques
tion is, "Can our God cope with the challenges of indi
viduals and institutions in modern life as well as He could
with the problems of ancient society?" Unequivocally,
we believe that He is able, that He is interested, and that
He has the resources to make the future infinitely brighter
than the past.
Taylor has a great heritage. It is one of the strong
motives behind our desire to give our lives to Taylor, to
study at Taylor and to send our children and grand
children to Taylor.
Someone has said that people become conservative
when they have something to conserve. We have a great
deal to conserve at Taylor, and I am committed to God
and you to preserve the historic evangelical faith as the
frontpiece of Taylor.
I am committed with you as well to quality Christian
education and the preservation of the environment in
which it can take place.
I am committed to a faith in God that says that all truth
is God's truth and therefore Taylor can pursue the highest
in intellectual achievement.
I am challenged and impressed by the commitment and
sacrifice of the Taylor faculty and staff and determined
to see their efforts rewarded equitably. "A laborer is
worthy of his hire."
I am committed to mobilizing the Taylor worldwide
family to the development of an endowment program that
will allow worthy students of limited financial resources
to take advantage of the Taylor experience.
Janie and I are committed to the students at Taylor.
We want to be involved deeply in the University com
munity and the warm, caring, family atmosphere that has
been, for these many years, the plus factor of the small
Christian college.
Above all, I am committed to the practice of Chris
tian love in such a manner that students, faculty, parents,
administration and all who make up the Taylor family
demonstrate to a watching world that we "indeed have
been with Jesus."
In short, these are exciting and challenging days for
us all and yet how very confident we can be, "If God be
for us, who can be against us?"
Please join me in a prayer covenant that the will of God
will be achieved these days through our combined efforts
here on the campus and throughout the worldwide Taylor
community.
Dr /fly

before Taylor for the future. Without exception, so far,
even those with doubts have been wonderfully suppor
tive and filled with good will and promises of their
prayers.
Doubtless, Janie and I are not alone with these feel
ings of tentativeness. The entire Taylor family — parents,
students, staff, faculty, administrative staff — experience
these uncertainties in times of transition and change.
So very much of the success of the future lies in trusting
God and putting our faith in Him to superintend His love

The new President's
message to Taylor
for Taylor. In the largest sense there is no human effort,
good or bad, that can affect the outcome. God's sovereign
will is assured in all human effort and in spite of it. This
is a releasing and freeing truth, though not a little bit
humbling.
People in transition always have the opportunity to
work through the inevitable insecurities, questions,
changes and adjustments in an atmosphere of mutual trust
and good will or in one of suspicion, self-protection and
territoriality. This is true in all human endeavor, our

Janie and Jay Kesler present themselves before Taylor's faculty and staff at the July 2 meeting.

CLASS
NEWS
'23
Joyce (Spalding) Evans has moved to Springfield, IL,
where she lives in a private apartment attached to the
home of son Verne. She is enjoying frequent travel to
visit family and friends. Her address is 25 South Hazel
Dell Lane, Springfield, IL 62707.
'28

The Christian Learning Institute of Denver, CO, con
ferred the degree, Doctor of Divinity on the Rev.
George Lester Edie. Dr. Edie had an active ministry
with senior citizens in Colorado Springs, serving as
chaplain at the Medallion Residence Center, board
member of the Silver Key, working with meals for
senior citizens, took refresher tax courses to be able to
assist senior citizens, and is active in The South End
Community Improvement Association. Dr. Edie's
home address is: 2415 Byers, Colorado Springs, CO
80906.
'29
Dr. Wilson B. Paul is Professor Emeritus of Michigan
State University and lives in East Lansing. Dr. Paul
taught at Taylor from 1929-31, was Dean of Men and
Chairman of the Speech Department at Wesleyan
University from 1935-39, and was Professor of Speech
and Chairman of Basic Communications at the Univer
sity of Denver from 1940-47. His duties at Michigan
State included being Chairman of the Speech Depart
ment, Director of the Lecture-Concert Series, and Con
sultant to the Dean of the College of Arts and Letters.

'30
Russell Metcalfe and his wife Leona (Purchis '28) live
in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. Throughout the years the
Mgtcalfes have faithfully served Christ and the church.
Russell is now 83 years old, spends much time in prayer
each day, and with his wife he ministers to people in
nursing homes. His son, also named Russell, is pastor
of the church on the campus of Eastern Nazarene
College.
Rev. Elsie (Fuller) Gibson and her husband, Royal,
celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary last year,
and this year celebrate their fiftieth anniversary in the
ordained ministry of the United Church of Christ. Mrs.
Gibson's last book, Honest Prayer, was recently
published in Korean, after being published in the United
States several years ago. She leads weekly Bible Study
groups at a nursing home in Hartford, Conn., and occa
sionally has a chance to preach.
'40
Beatrice (Chambers) Powers retired from the San Diego
County Library System after 32 years in library work,
the last 20 of which were with San Diego County
Library and the first 11 with libraries in New York state.
Her address is 11472 Matinal Circle, San Diego CA
92127.
'44
John L. Bontrager has become Minister of Outreach at
the Walled Lake Missionary Church. On June 2, John
completed 45 years of active missionary and pastoral
ministry in the Missionary Church, 34 of which were
spent in service in Nigeria. He and his wife, Betty ('44),
now reside at 1066 Villa Court N., Walled Lake MI
48088.
'50
Rev. Wesley E. Robinson received the Bronze Star
Medal and the Purple Heart at Veterans' Day festivities
in Washington, D.C. He and his wife, Bernice, were
guests of the Executive and Defense Departments. Rev.
Robinson participated in the Ardense Campaign as an
infantryman in World War II with the 106th Infantry
Division. He has been taking graduate work at
Louisville Presbyterian Seminary, preparing to go into
the Lord's work as an evangelist.

President

'53
Dr. John Roget, who recently retired, was honored
following the antique car parade in Belle Center
Memorial Day. Dr. Roget, a classic car collector
himself, has long been active in the area's Pioneer Auto
Club and owns several vehicles of yesteryear.
'55
Beulah (Meier) Coughenour has proposed a city
ordinance that would require trucks carrying hazardous
materials to go around Indianapolis rather than through
it. The ordinance is being held up by the Transporta
tion Committee while the issue of liability is pinned
down.
Norman Wheeler received the Excellence in Secondary
School Teaching award presented annually by the
University of Rochester to a high school teacher in the
area based upon the recommendation of students. Mr
Wheeler has been teaching biology and earth science
at Holley Jr.-Sr. High School for 25 years. His address
is 11 Park Place, Holley, NY 14470.
'62

Rev. Lawrence A. Lyman, his wife Ellen, and their
youngest daughter Laurie Beth, have moved to
™wn- Pa-' where Rev. Lyman is senior pastor at
the Westmont United Methodist Church. Their address
is 1502 Menoher Blvd., Johnstown, PA 15905.
'65
Samuel C. Wolgemuth has been appointed director of
circulation sales for BUSINESS WEEK. Mr. Wolgemuth
joined McGraw-Hill in 1968 as a sales trainee, work
ing on Nation s Schools and College and University
Business In 1969 he added Modern Hospital and
Modern Nursing Home to his sales assignment. He was
MeThi
^ruction
Methods b Equipment in 1974, and was appointed
advert'sing safes manager in 1977. He joined BUSINESS
WEEK as a New York account manager in 1979 and
was named director of the magazine's Business Inforr'Cc80

StriCt

manager

for

9m6a LPr°8r '"i980; He and his fami|y reside at:
96 Jefferson Ave., Maplewood, NJ 07040.
Bob Ransbottom transferred from junior high principal
to elementary principal and curriculum coordinator ,n

the Parkway Local Schools. His wife Mary Kay and
their two daughters, Holly Jo and Heidi Kay, live at
10655 S.R. 118, Rockford, Ohio 45882.
'66

Phil Myers graduated from Dallas Theological
Seminary in May and will be taking a full-time faculty
post at Miami Christian College as Director of the
Pastoral Ministries Program and Christian Education
Program in August.
Jim Rahn and his wife Pat were the first teachers
featured in a local newspaper column sponsored by the
teachers' association. Jim is an eighth grade math
teacher at Southern Regional Middle School, and Pat
is principal at Lighthouse Christian Academy. They live
at 334 W. 5th St., Ship Bottom, N.J. 08008.
'68

Ron Clark was promoted to associate vice president of
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Tenner, and Smith, one of the
largest investment firms. Ron and his wife Marcy
(Slossen '66) and their children Ronnie, 17, Randy, 15,
and Amy, 6, have moved from Indiana to Hawaii.
Ron's office address is 1001 Bishop St., Pauahi
Tower—Penthouse, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.
Jayne (Christian x'68) Bardsley graduated in May with
an M.S. in Education in Informational Service
Technology from Eastern Illinois University.
James Morris is executive director and counselor for
JOY Unlimited Counseling Services in Wenatchee, WA,
a non-profit professional Christian counseling service.
Jim, wife Sharon, and their two daughters live at 1100
K Baker, East Wenatchee, WA 98801.
Peter Denton has been appointed North Suncoast Cir
culation Manager for the St. Petersburg Times. He and
his wife Joanne have four children: Stephanie, Bill,
Gregory, and Jonathan. Peter's office address is 11321
U.S. 19 N., Port Richey, FL 33568.
Wesley A. Rediger earned his doctorate of education
degree in educational administration and supervision
from Ball State University. He is director of student life
at Eastern Mennonite College in Harrisonburg. Dr.
Rediger and his wife, JoAnn (Kinghorn '71), reside at
1118 Woodleigh Court, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Jackson sings new admissions song
George Jackson III became Taylor
University's singing salesman during the
summer through an admissions program
sponsored by a private donor.
Jackson, a noted performer both on and
off campus, combined his singing talents
with the responsibilities of an Admissions
Recruiter to provide a new twist to the ageold college sales pitch. Jackson used the last
half of June to plan his admissions cam
paign, then hit the road during July and
August, performing in churches and at
youth camps and telling prospective
•students and their parents about the value
of a Taylor University education.
"The high school students are loving
this," Jackson said. "They think it's really
super that a college is doing something like
this. Even the most conservative churches
are saying good things.
"It has great potential. We're able to give
them something besides the standard
speech. It's something we can give to their
heart."
Jackson, a Taylor University senior, has
spent a good portion of his life performing
and recording music, both privately and for
radio and TV. But the Admissions
Recruiter responsibility was an entirely new
ballgame — especially since it was a newlyformed position with no previous
groundwork.
"We had to figure out what we wanted
to do in that short amount of time,"
Jackson said. "We had nothing." He spent
hours creating letters for Taylor adminis
trators, compiling his own credentials,
seeking letters of reference, pulling together
quotes from previous tour reviews, and
mailing out cassettes of his latest album.
"From there we had to figure out where
we were going," Jackson said. The project
was centered in the Midwest, although he
used previous commitments in Denver and
Los Angeles to make plugs for Taylor
University, as well.
What is amazing is that the entire project
was pulled off — and successfully, at that.
"We did it," Jackson said. "We had an
outrageous phone bill, but we did it."
"George has been great," said Wynn
Lembright, Dean of Admission. "I don't
want to say I was surprised by the success,
but I was surprised. We had some hesita
tions about the program, but George has
done just an excellent job."
Once Jackson had booked a presenta
tion, usually by phone, he received a letter
of confirmation telling him what type of

'68

After nearly 15 years in Texas, Skip and Sandy (Powell
x'69) Churchill have moved to Charlotte, NC. Skip
received a transfer from IBM, for whom he has worked
since 1972. The Churchills have five children: Christy,
14, Melissa, 11, Karen 9, Justin, 6, and Laura, 5. Their
new address is 9118 Sardis Forest Drive, Matthews, NC
28105.
'70
Major Curtis O. Hawker was decorated with the 15th
award of the Air Medal at Tinker Air Force Base,
Oklahoma, for meritorious achievement while par
ticipating in aerial flight. Major Hawker is an aircraft
commander with the 28th Air Division.
Dr. and Mrs. Dee (Ruby Quiambo) Puntenney have
moved to San Diego where Dee is teaching physics at
Point Loma Nazarene College. Their address is 15129
Susita Street, Rancho Penasquitos, San Diego, CA
92129.
'72
Bonnie (Versaw) Rumble has been promoted to Super
visor of Manufacturing, Engineering & Services Depart
ment at Goodyear Atomic Corp. in Piketon, OH.
73
Gayle Oldenbusch is enrolled in a two-year master's
program in physical therapy at Beaver College in Penn
sylvania. Her address is Rosemore Gardens, Apt. F 17,
218 N. Easton Road, Glenside, PA 19038.

'74
Mike Saddler graduated in May from Asbury
Theological Seminary with the Master of Divinity
degree. He and his wife Shirley (Bettner x'76) and their
daughters Rebekah, 8 and Elizabeth, 5, now live in
Bunker Hill, IN, where Mike is pastor of Bunker Hill
United Methodist Church. Their address is P.O. Box
487, 107 N. Elm St., Bunker Hill, IN 47194.
Dave and Ruth Whybrew have graduated from Bible
School and are living in South Carolina. They hope
to work in p church for a year or so until they begin
a one-and-a-half year boot camp training program with
New Tribes Mission.

performance was desired — anything from
a three to four song set to a full concert.
Once he arrived, Jackson would set up a
Taylor display, perform, and afterwards
talk to those interested in opportunities
available at Taylor University.
Outside of the trip to the West Coast,
Jackson travelled entirely by car. He
averaged three to four presentations a
week, but was on the road up to eight days
at a time. The presentations ranged from
performances at youth camps ("The kids
were crazy!" Jackson said) to large churches
of more than 1000 members to smaller,
more conservative churches. Although
Jackson prefers up-beat, contemporary,
pop-rock songs, he has tried to add variety
to his performance by including slower,

standard material to his repertoire.
Jackson's performance was not a hard
sell presentation, and he believes that is
part of the reason he has had such a
positive response thus far. "Taylor is con
cerned with the individual," he said. "From
what I've been hearing, other colleges are
not. Taylor is people-oriented, and my
presentations have been people-oriented.
We're giving them interaction."
The summer position has also placed
some notions of career change or modifica
tion in Jackson's head. "It really hasn't been
work," he said. "It's going to be difficult
for me to go back to school, because I've
enjoyed it so much. I couldn't have picked
a better job — mixing music and public
relations. I enjoy being a front man."

Music enhances Jackson's message.

New high school leadership conference scheduled
A Christian Leadership Conference for
high school students, sponsored by the
Office of Leadership Development and the
Taylor Student Organization, will be held
at Taylor University November 22-23.
"This is an outgrowth of our National
Student Leadership program for college
students," Randall Dodge, director of stu-

dent leadership development, said.
Jay Kesler, Taylor University's president,
will be the keynote speaker at the con
ference, and entertainment will be provided
by Randy Stonehill and Leslie Phillips.
Special workshops and structured activities
will round out a weekend of growth and
development.

Fall enrollment tops 1400 students
A total of 1426 students, a number
higher than expected, are enrolled for fall
semester at Taylor University.
Although that total is slightly under the
previous year's enrollment figure, it is con
siderably higher than projections made dur
ing the summer.
The 1400-plus students is also a deceiving
figure until it is broken down, according
to Wynn Lembright, dean of admissions.
Taylor University is accepting as many new
students as normal; the shakeup in numbers
is caused by students who leave after a year
or two of school.
"If you're talking about bright, shiny,
new kids out of high school, we're going
to be up an additional 20-25 students over
last year," Lembright said. "We have about
the same number of transfers."
About 476 new students, including
freshmen, transfers, and readmissions, are
attending Taylor this fall. Of these, nearly
400 are first-time freshmen. This number
has remained steady during the past
decade, and is actually a significant increase

'75
Jennifer (Wysong) Vance has opened her law office
specializing in federal practice in the areas of educa
tion and science at 1275 K Street N.W., Suite 900,
Washington, DC 20005. Jenny received her law degree
from Georgetown University. She was formerly with
the House Committee on Education and Labor and the
National Science Foundation.
Sharon (Rediger) Parr received a doctor of arts degree
in music from Ball State University this spring. She and
her husband Kirk reside at 3901 Devon Drive,
Indianapolis, IN 46226.
Darrel E. Riley earned the degree Doctor of Ministry
at Christian Theological Seminary in the area of
organizational theory and management. His wife,
Peggy (Greenwald), has begun work on her master's
in Christian Education, also at CTS. Their address is
R.R. 2, Box 240, Greenfield, IN 46140.
'76
Mark and Kathy (Sakuta) Abbott have been transferred
to the General Electric facility in Dothan, Alabama.
Their new address is 103 Huckleberry Lane, Dothan,
AL 36303.
James Fansler is Art Director for Foote-Cone Belding
in the Equitable Building in downtown Chicago. His
wife is the former Angela (Merrell x'77). They live at
740 North Lincoln, Geneva, IL 60134.
Laurie Bobbit transferred from the Missouri Dept. of
Natural Resources' Macon Regional Office to their
central office in Jefferson City, MO. She in an environ
mental specialist and works in the water pollution
control program. Her present job duties include en
forcement of the Mo. Clean Water Law, rules and
regulations, regulation of Section 401 of the Federal
Clean Water Act and stream channelization studies. She
has worked for the department for four years. Her
address is 662 B Senate Ct., Jefferson City, MO 65101.
Her phone number is 314-636-8941.
Mariann (Russell) Graves, her husband Scott, and their
two children, Christine and Bradley Scott, have moved
to 7160 Camino Del Rey, Rockford, MI 49341.
Deb Rupp, coach of the Fort Wayne Bible College

over first-time freshmen admitted in 1982
and 1984.
Any loss in numbers boils down to the
problem of retention. "Registration of
returning students is down," Lembright
said. "But we're hopeful for around 950
returning students. That gives us a total
headcount of about 1426 students."
One big factor in the enrollment figures,
Lembright stated, has to do with demo
graphics. Indiana rates fourth in the nation
in rate of decline of available college
students.
The appointment of Jay Kesler as presi
dent has many people believing Taylor
University will see significant enrollment
increases. Although Lembright does view
Kesler's presence as a positive statement
about Taylor, he believes the immediate in
crease will be modest. Any long range
gains, Lembright said, will be a result of
the ongoing quality academic program and
the Christian environment blended with the
other gifts and qualities Dr. Kesler brings
to the position.

women's varsity basketball team, led her squad to the
first undefeated season in the college's athletic history.
Going into tournament play at 14-0, the lady Falcons
finished fourth in the NCCAA Division II. Deb was
named NCCAA Mideast Region Coach of the Year.
She's been at FWBC for three years and lives at 6511
Wakopa Court, Fort Wayne, IN 46815.
'77
Thomas Ayers has been appointed business manager
of Earlham College. He had been director of financial
aid at Taylor since 1979. Tom and his wife Catherine
and their son Matthew will live in the Centerville
residential area. Stephen A. Wyatt recently achieved
the status of Enrolled Actuary. Steve is employed as
an actuary with Hutchison & Associates, a consulting
firm in Raleigh, N.C.
'78
Airman 1st Class Michelle R. Cates has been named
outstanding airman of the quarter for the 1964th
Information Systems Group. The competition was
based on job knowledge, significant self-improvement,
leadership qualities, ability to be an articulate and
positive spokesman for the Air Force and other accom
plishments. Cates is a telecommunications control
specialist at Ramstein Air Base, West Germany.
A1 and Lorie (Grantiz) Lettinga have a new address,
6868 Woodbrook S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49508. A1
also has a new position in the Harvestore business and
is now the general manager. Lorie is at home with their
two sons, Matthew, 3, and Andrew, lVz.
Tim Klopfenstein has been named a Fellow of the
Society of Actuaries after completing a lengthy course
of study and examination by the Society. He is vice
president of pennsion operations with Southwestern
Life Insurance Company, Dallas.
Larry and Nancy (Shaffer) Rottmeyer have completed
one year of a two-year sabbatical leave from Ander
son College. Larry is working on his doctorate in
marketing at the University of Arkansas, and the cou
ple lives at 1764 N. Leverett Ave., Apt. 220, Fayetville,
Arkansas 72703. The couple was blessed by the birth
of David Curtis in February.

Dodge is quick to point out that this is
not an admissions gimmick, but a legiti
mate conference designed to instruct young
adults who will be the Christian leaders of
tomorrow.
The Student Leadership program at
Taylor is something Dodge is very proud
of. "Our program is on the cutting edge of
college leadership programs," Dodge said.
"I don't know of any college that has more
to offer in student leadership, and I don't
know of many that have as much to offer."
An added feature of November's con
ference will be a simultaneous competition
for three $5000 scholarships to be given
away to qualified high school seniors who
have demonstrated outstanding leadership
potential. Each scholarship is renewable
three times, so that $20,000 in scholarship
money is available for a four-year college
education.
Taylor's reason for giving away scholar
ship money? "We're making a strong state
ment that we are committed to developing
Christian leaders," said Wynn Lembright,
Dean of Admissions. "Secondly, we want
to provide some of the means for bringing
their hopes and dreams about.
"The kind of leadership we have here is
the kind that's community-oriented, that
has a world-vision orientation, and that
welds together the spiritual and the social,"
Lembright added.
Questions regarding the scholarships or
the leadership conference may be addressed
to Randall Dodge, Director of Leadership
Development, Taylor University, Upland,
Indiana 46989, (317) 998-5305.

'79
Shirley Priten Hill has been named regional manager
of the Christian Broadcast Network.
John Imrie has been promoted to manager in the
Management Consulting Group at Arthur Young &
Co., 1 IBM Plaza, Chicago. John and Susan (Eddy '78)
live at 1092 Alden Land, Buffalo Grove, IL 60090.
Tom Triol, chief news photographer at WLFI-TV in
West Lafayette, won two national awards in the 1984
Pat Weaver/MDA Broadcast Journalism Competition.
Tom and his wife Shelley live at 3161-508 Pheasant Run
Drive, Lafayette, IN 47905.
'80

Steven Chance began pastoring the York Community
Church in February. He is enjoying the challenges of
the ministry and the opportunity to share the gospel.
His church address is Highway 84 at North Ave., P.O.
Box 44, Thomson, IL 61285.
Doug Bowen continues his ministry with World Impact
in the Watts area of Los Angeles. He works with
children and teens from the ghetto.
Jon Condit is beginning residency at Ball Memorial
Hospital in Muncie after graduating from osteopathic
school in New Jersey. He will be joining classmates
Scott Reece and Kent Bullis, who are beginning their
second year of family practice residency at Ball.
Karen Johnson received an Associates degree in nurs
ing from Purdue University and has taken a position
as pediatric nurse at Medical University of South
Carolina. Her address is 1735 Ashley Hall Rd., Apt.
319, Charleston, SC 29407.
George E. McClane graduated from Michigan State
University's College of Human Medicine after com
pleting the last part of med school in London, where
he studied rheumatology. He is now an intern in Boston
and lives at 812 Memorial Dr., Apt. 414-A, Cambridge,
Mass., 02139.
Marc Russell received the master of science degree in
Clinical/Community Psychology at California State
University at Fullerton. He is a counselor with Chris
tian Living Resources, Inc. Marc and his wife Brenda
(Conway) were blessed with the birth of Marc Samuel
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Circle America
Perimeter Trip Schedule

Ortlunds
minister to
Taylor's needs
Ray and Anne Ortlund ministered to
Taylor's campus during Spiritual Renewal
Week, September 16-20.
The Ortlunds write for and minister with
Renewal Ministries in Corona del Mar,
California, where they reside.
Ray Ortlund began with the idea of
renewal, using Titus 3:5,6 as his theme
throughout the week: "He saved us, not
because of righteous things we had done,
but because of His mercy. He saved us
through the washing of rebirth and renewal
by the Holy Spirit, whom He poured out
on us generously through Jesus Christ our
Savior. ..." (NIV)
First we must know our God, Ortlund
stated, then worship Him, which is our
highest privilege. From there we must
spread His love to others, making disciples
and passing His Word across the world.
Ortlund's final message, "Lord, Make Me
Honest and Humble," stressed that God
cannot resist a broken and contrite heart.
"The Ortlunds are warm, encouraging
people, like Barnabas in the New Testa
ment," Bob Griffin, campus pastor, said.
"Their depth of experience and warm
pastoral concern ministered to the needs of
the campus."
Ray Ortlund is an ordained Presbyterian
minister who has held pastorates in the
United States and overseas. He now
ministers regularly across the States and on
every continent in the world. Ortlund has
authored several books.
An accomplished organist, Anne
Ortlund received the 1978 SESAC award
for the gospel musician who had done the
most in that year for the cause of humanity.

Teacher placement
joins Development
On July 1, the teacher placement portion
of the Teacher Placement and Certification
Office combined with the Career Develop
ment Office. All requests for credentials
and placement services should be directed
to the Career Development Office in the
Chapel/Auditorium (317/998-5382). All
questions and applications for teacher cer
tification should be directed to the Teacher
Certification Office in the Reade Center
(317/998-5286).

in December, and the family lives at 1042 E. LaHabra
Blvd., #234, La Habra, CA 90631.
'81

Mary (Lettrich) Poletti recently received the American
Bar Association's award for the best brief written by
a first-year law student at Washington and Lee Univer
sity. She wishes to thank Dr. Frances Ewbank for the
excellent instruction in writing she received while at
Taylor. Her address is 2518 S. Clearing Rd., Salem,
Virginia 24153.
Phil Jamieson received the Master of Divinity degree
from Asbury Theological Seminary in May. Phil and
his wife Janet have moved to Boston, where he is begin
ning a doctoral program in Church History at Boston
College. The couple lives at 210 Herrick Road, Newton
Centre, MA 02159.
'82

Ruth (Warner) Ozmun has been named the 1984
NCCAA Women's track and field coach of the year.
Steve and Jane (Klosterman '81) Beers and son Jacob
live near Indianapolis where Steve is a counselor in a
project called "Breakthrough" operated under the
jurisdiction of the Prosecuting Attorney's office. It pro
vides a 3-cycle, 21-week program of rehabilitation for
juvenile delinquents between ages 15 and 17 who are
repeat felons of non-violent crimes. Steve, along with
Dave Nonnemacher '83, James Long '81. and Todd
Kelly '85, works exclusively with the first cycle of this
program which is wilderness experience designed to
change the attitudes of these teenagers and teach them
to trust others and themselves. The counseling team
lives with them around the clock and teams rotate every
four days. The Beers' address is 1069 Pumpkin Vine
Hill Rd., Martinsville, IN 46151. Dave and Jody
(Anderson x'81) Nonnemacher and son Jesse live at
1067 Pumpkin Vine Hill Rd.

10/14

Old Saybrook, CT - Fairfield, CT
*Mrs. Sally C. Sulik, Black Rock Cong. Church

10/15

Fairfield, CT - Cranford, NJ
Furman King, 23 Burchfield Avenue

10/18

Cranford, NJ - Trenton, NJ
Bruce Benson, Central Baptist Church

10/19

Trenton, NJ - Bethlehem, PA
David Adams, Sr., RD 7

10/21 Bethlehem, PA - West Chester, PA
Tony Proto, 803 Happy Creek Lane

Williamsburg, VA - Suffolk, VA
Wilfred C. Catling, First Baptist Church

11/06

Suffolk, VA - Winton, NC
Adron B. Jones, C.S. Brown School

11/07 Winton, NC - Williamston, NC
Gordon K. West, West End Baptist Church
11/08 Williamston, NC - Greenville, NC
Rick Bailey, Memorial Baptist Church
11/11 Greenville, NC - Kinston, NC
Salvation Army Community Center
11/12

Kinston, NC - Jacksonville, NC
Bob Royster, Bike and Surf Center

10/24

West Chester, PA - OPEN

10/25

OPEN

10/26

OPEN - Rehoboth Beach, DE
Jonathan Baker, Epworth U.M. Church

11/15

10/28

Rehoboth Beach, DE - Annapolis, MD
Rev. Vernon Thompson, Calvary Methodist Church

Wilmington, NC - Myrtle Beach, SC
J. Kirk Lawton, Ocean View Baptist Church

11/18

Myrtle Beach, SC - Georgetown, SC
Charles A. Graves, Duncan Memorial U.M. Church

10/29

Annapolis, MD - Springfield, VA
Alan D. Fischer, Immanuel Bible Church

11/19

Georgetown, SC - No. Charleston, SC
Laura Jones Gerber, 8755 Fairwind Dr., Apt. 1

11/01 Springfield, VA - Fredericksburg, VA
Gary Foss, 3 Ferry Road

11/20

No. Charleston, SC - Beaufort, SC
Paul Geldart, The Baptist Church

11/02

11/21

Beaufort, SC - Savannah, GA
Tom Tippett, Calvary Christian School

Fredericksburg, VA - Richmond, VA
Jim Bennett, Emmanuel Baptist Church

11/03 Richmond, VA - Williamsburg, VA
Brian Cox, Blow Gym, College of Wm. and Mary

11/13 Jacksonville, NC - Wilmington, NC
Jim Glascow, Myrtle Grove Presbyterian

11/23 Savannah, GA - St. Simons Island, GA
Vernard Robertson, Epworth by the Sea

Fall Taylor Club schedule
Oct. 9-13

Northeast Ohio

Oct. 10
Oct. 16
Oct. 21

Boston
Northern Jersey
Philadelphia/Southern Jersey

Nov. 2

Grand Rapids

Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 23

Loop Luncheon
Chicago North
West Suburban Chicago

Excellence Committee on November 14, 1984. Cindy's
award was presented for her work in the CosMos Dif
fusion Area. She was instrumental in a project which
resulted in a cost savings of over $100,000. She is now
a process engineer at ITT. She and her husband Todd
x'81 live at 17501 State Route 1, Spencerville, IN 46788.
Janet (Klann) Kraft is living in Berlin, Germany, with
her husband Thomas and one-year-old son Brendan.
She is taking classes at Boston University in Berlin,
working towards a Master's degree in business. Her
address is CO A 5th BN 502nd INF, Apo, NY 09742.
Karen (Heasley) Coffey had her testimony featured in
the June issue of Decision. Karen is married to Joe
Coffey ('82).
Janice Hallford is currently working for Beverly Enter
prises as a Regional Social Rehabilitation Coordinator.
Her territory covers Pennsylvania, Maryland and New
Jersey, and Janice serves as a consultant for social
workers and activity coordinators in 50 nursing homes.
Tom Kemner assumed the position of assistant registrar
at Moody Bible Institute in April. He is beginning the
work for his master's degree as well. Tom's address is
9125 Sheridan Avenue, Brookfield, IL 60513.
'83
Sharon (Locker)Augsburger now lives in Wheaton, IL.
She is a personal banker at Gary-Wheaton Bank. Her
husband Lee is attending law school in Chicago. Her
address is 1039 College Ave. 11E, Wheaton, IL 60187.
Tim Himmelwright is financial news correspondent for
TV-2 News, a division of Service Electric Cable TV,
in Allentown and the Lehigh Valley, PA. He is also vice
president of the Lehigh Valley Young Republicans. His
office address is: TV-2 News, 1045 Hamilton Street,
Allentown, PA 18101.

Sheri (Aylar) Matthews was one of 712 to win the New
York State Regents Empire State Mathematics and
Science Teacher Scholarships and Fellowships for
1984-85. He husband Dan is studying at
Gordon-Conwell.

Karen Boehm is presently the financial aid counselor
at Wheaton College. She has also begun her master's
work in counselor education at Northern Illinois
University. Karen shares an apartment with Susan
Larson, who is currently an assistant manager at an art
gallery in the Chicago area.

Cynthia (Class) Shinabarger was presented with a
Technical Excellence Award by the Findlay Technical

Eric Shumaker has been assigned to Sheppard Air Force
Base in Texas after completing basic training. Eric will
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11/05

Wheels Possum trip to Gettysburg, Washington,
D.C., and Williamsburg
Coach Davenport & Wheels Perimeter team
Coach Davenport & Wheels Perimeter team
Coach Davenport & Wheels Perimeter team
Pre-game brunch with Jay and Jane Kesler &
Daryl and Joenita Yost
Walt Campbell
Reception with George Glass
Reception with George Glass

now receive specialized instruction in the civil engineer
ing field.
'84
Lisa Jones teaches history and social studies and is the
head volleyball coach at Northside Christian School in
St. Petersburg, FL. Lisa lives at 6542-52nd Terrace N.,
#93, St. Petersburg, FL 33709.
Amy Hung and Mary Moore share an apartment at
4225 N. Henderson Road, #1, Arlington, VA 22203.
Amy is a research assistant at Capitol Group, a govern
ment affairs organization. Mary works in the Senate
Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice for Senator Arlen
Specter of Pennsylvania.
Melinda Harlan x'84 completed an associate degree in
clinical health services at Milton S. Hershey Medical
Center of the Pennsylvania State University. As a
physician s assistant, she is trained to perform routine
procedures which frees the physician to provide more
in-depth care.
Pam (Miller) Hays and her husband as of April 27,
John, will be attending seminary at Regent College in
Vancouver for two years. Pam, for the last year-anda-half, has been managing editor of The Bellweather
Report at the Naisbitt Group in Washington, D.C. The
couple's new address is Regent College, 2130 Wesbrook
Mall, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T
1W6.
'85
John Rhoton, a January 1985 graduate, is a software
specialist with digital Equipment Corp. in St. Louis. He
lives at 12873 Mariner's Pt. Ct., Creve Coeur, MO
Pat Mulligan is a sales representative for SilverCreek
Development Co., Ltd., in Silvercreek, CO.

Global Taylor
Skip and Joan (Haaland '60) Britton and family are now
adjusting to living in Monte Carlo, one of the world's

Keith '75 & Debbie '74 Mostad
Ted '68 & Sue '67 Wood
Warren '65 & Judy Jacobus
Tony '73 & Barb '72 Proto,
Chuck '72 & Adele '73 Roney
Bob '81 & Wendy Brummeler
John Clarkson '72
Steve '69 & Diane '69 Oldham
John Jaderholm '80

most densely populated cities after spending 15 years
on the island of Bonaire, Netherlands Antilles, with
8,000 people. They continue their ministry with Trans
World Radio. Skip is assistant to the director of pro
gramming, with major thrust to eastern Europe and the
Middle East. Joan reports that the Middle East ministry
is bearing much fruit for the Lord, but being a Chris
tian in the Arab world is very costly and they value
the prayers of Taylor people. Daughter Ellen, 10,
attends a nearby French school, while sons Doug, 15,
and Dave, 13, attend the Black Forest Academy in
Kandern, Germany. The Brittons' address is: Trans
World Radio; BP 349, Monte Carlo, Monaco 98007.
Dave '65 and Karen (Pleuddeman '66) Horsey left
Kenya in June for a six-month furlough in the U.S. In
January 1986 they and their children will return to
responsibilities with Campus Crusade for Christ, but
will be serving in Germany after ten years in Africa.
Dave will serve as Assistant to the Vice President for
International Affairs, with involvement in planning,
budgeting, and reporting for all Campus Crusade
ministries outside the USA and Canada.
Roy '76 and Marabeth (Johannes '75) Ringenberg and
family are in language school in preparation for assign
ment with World Radio Missionary Fellowship at HCJIJ
in Quito, Ecuador. Roy will teach internal medicine to
interns and residents at Vozades Hospital, a 53-bed
facility in Quito.
Joe and Karen (Heasley) Coffey, both '82, left in July
with their family—Jeremy, 2Vi, and Rachel, 10
months—for Bolivia where Joe will teach at the
Evangelical Seminary, play basketball and organize
Bible studies under the auspices of the World Outreach
Fellowship. Joe went to Bolivia last summer to play
basketball as part of SPRINT (Summer Projects in the
Tribes), and that experience served to lead him and his
family back for a six-month stay. Their permanent
address in the U.S. is 913 Marlene Drive, Ocoee, FL
32761.
Tom and Dotty (Keeler '56) Hash continue their
ministry with Overseas Christian Servicemen's Centers
at the home office in Denver, CO. Tom is Director of
Asia Ministries, and Dotty is personnel secretary with
responsibility for relating to missionary applicants

Homecoming schedule
October 25-27

Friday
10:00 a.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

9:30 p.m.
Saturday
10.00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
6:45 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

Sunday
8:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

"Alumni Extravaganza" Homecoming chapel
Taylor University's Concert Band and Jazz Ensemble with guest
artist Stephen Amerson (Rediger Chapel/Auditorium)
"I Never Sang for my Father," a drama written by Robert
Anderson and produced by Taylor's Communication/Arts
department (Little Theatre)
"Cafe Promenade" afterglow event (Hodson Dining Commons)
Soccer: Taylor University vs. Spring Arbor College
Baseball: '55 District Championship team vs. Taylor University
All-Stars
Football: Taylor University vs. DePauw University
Alumni Banquet with presentation of Alumni awards, introduction
of Taylor University President Jay L. Kesler, and performance by
the Taylor Alumni Chorale (Hodson Dining Commons)
"I Never Sang for my Father," a drama written by Robert
Anderson and produced by Taylor's Communication/Arts
department (Little Theatre)
David & Celeste Clydesdale in concert (Rediger
Chapel / Auditorium)
During the morning hours and following the football game, class
reunions as well as departmental reunions will be taking place
across the campus.
Breakfast and morning devotions with Roselyn Kerlin '55, pastpresident, National Alumni Council (Hodson Dining Commons)
Worship service with featured speaker Dr. Win Corduan, Taylor
University Distinguished Professor of 1985, and performance by
the Taylor Alumni Chorale (Rediger Chapel/Auditorium)

Variety adds spice to
Homecoming activities
Stephen Amerson, a Taylor University
alumnus, in concert with the University's
Concert Band and Jazz Ensemble will be the
featured event in a weekend of festivities
when Homecoming '85 rolls around Oct.
25-27.
This year's theme is "His Portion," taken
from Deuteronomy 32:9 which reads
". . . the Lord's portion is his people. . . .
(NIV)."
Amerson will perform Friday, accom
panied by the Concert Band and Jazz
Ensemble. He is the minister of music for
the First Baptist Church of Van Nuys, CaL,
has been a featured soloist with the Los
Angeles Opera/Theater, and works as a
studio musician for radio and television
commercials. His concert will feature a
variety of music.
"He's so versatile — that's a word I'd
always use with Steve," Homecoming
Chairperson Betty Freese said. "He can sit
and strum a guitar and sing a folk song just
as appealingly as he can sing an aria from
an opera."
But there is much, much more to the
schedule of events. "There's going to be
something for everyone, with Steve as the
frosting on the cake," Freese added.
Besides Amerson's concert, soprano
Celeste Clydesdale will perform Saturday
evening, accompanied by her husband
David. Another musical treat, the Taylor

Gangel, Dino featured during Parents' Weekend
Dino and speaker Kenneth Gangel high
lighted Parents' Weekend at Taylor Univer
sity, September 27-29.
Dino Kartsonakis, considered by many
to be the world's greatest sacred pianist,
performed Friday evening. Dino has won
top national awards including gospel
music's Dove Award five times.
Dr. Kenneth Gangel, whose presence on
campus had been planned three years in
advance, spoke at Friday morning's chapel
service and presented the message at Sun
day morning's worship service. Gangel is
a 1957 Taylor University graduate and
presently professor and chairman of the
Department of Christian Education at
Dallas Theological Seminary. He is also
senior pastor of the Alliance Bible Church
of Dallas, and has authored numerous

from their first inquiry until they are assigned to a field
of service. On December 8, 1984, the Hashes became
proud grandparents of twin boys, born to son Dave
and his wife Deb. The address for Tom and Dotty is:
4402 W. Quinn Place, Denver, CO 80236.
Lois Chandler '44 has completed 35 years of service as
nurse to "missionary kids" at Dalat School under the
Christian & Missionary Alliance in Penang, Malaysia.
She will spend this next year on several speaking tours
while she seeks further direction from the Lord. Her
permanent address is 1271 Thoreau Road, Lakewood,
Ohio 44107.
Andy '46 & Esther (King '47) Rupp, who ministered in
the Dominican Republic from 1949 to 1965 under the
Evangelical Mennonite Mission, have returned for a
one-year assignment. Andy will teach theological exten
sion courses, and Esther will be in charge of the guest
house. Daughter Mary (Rupp '79) Shadowen and hus
band Jeff are assigned to the same ministry for a full
term. The entire family — Tim from Alaska, Deb '76
and Mark '75 & Lynn (Clem '76) from Indiana — will
celebrate Christmas together in Santo Domingo.
Address for the Rupps and Shadowens is Box 30003,
Ensanche La Fe, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic,
West Indies.
Paul & Chloetta Erdel '50 are working at the Light and
Liberty school in Ecuador. Paul recently received a
Doctor of Missiology degree from Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School. The couple's address is Casilla 187,
Esmeraldas, Ecuador.
Hal Olsen '53 and wife Sally have moved to the United
States after serving in Africa since 1958. Their duties
in the States will include recruiting missionaries, speak
ing in churches, colleges, and Bible conferences, and
producing a daily five-minute radiocast for AIM. Their
home at 2645 Valley, NW, Grand Rapids, MI 49504,
will serve as their base.
Jim '60 & Angee (Van Hoveln x'61) Walsh serve in
Ireland with Greater Europe Mission. Jim is field direc
tor for the department of evangelism and church plant
ing. Their address is 8 Foxfield Avenue, Raheny, Dublin
5, Ireland.

Guest artist Stephen Amerson.

University Alumni Chorale, will perform
twice over the weekend.
In the midst of Saturday's sports events,
class reunions from 1935 to 1980 (broken
into five-year levels) will be held as well as
15 departmental reunions. The annual
Alumni Banquet will be held in the evening
with several featured attractions. Newlyappointed Taylor University President Jay
L. Kesler will be introduced, the Taylor
Alumni Chorale will perform, and several
awards will be presented. Dr. Win
Corduan will be presented the Distin
guished Professor of 1985 award, Dr. Elmer
Nussbaum (recently retired) will receive the
Legion of Honor award, and Larry Glaze,
who has served as the Herf-Jones repre
sentative to the Ilium staff, will be honored
with the Distinguished Friend award.
In addition, Distinguished Alumnus of
Taylor University awards will be presented
to Navy Chaplain Stan Beach and
posthumously to Wilbur Cleveland, Taylor
University Editor for 30 years.
Following Amerson's concert Friday
night, an afterglow event, "Cafe Prome
nade," will be held in the Hodson Dining
Commons. This event will be designed for
conversation and refreshments and will
feature the appeal of a sidewalk cafe in the
French Quarter.
Breakfast and morning devotions will be
held Sunday under the direction of Roselyn
Kerlin '55, past-president of the National
Alumni Council. Later in the morning, Dr.
Corduan will be the featured speaker dur
ing chapel services, at which time the
Alumni Chorale will perform a final time.

publications, including over 1000 articles
in journals and periodicals.
In addition to Dino and Gangel, Marta
Gabre-Tsadick spoke at Saturday morn
ing's Family Prayer Breakfast. Marta and
her husband, Demeke Tekle-Wold, are
members of Taylor's Parents' Cabinet as
well as founders and operators of Hel-Mar,
Inc., of Fort Wayne, a manufacturer of
small military parachutes used for dropping
flares and electronic devices. Marta served
in Ethiopia's Senate and escaped a Marxist
coup in 1974. Her book, Sheltered by the
King, relates this adventure, and she and
her husband presently operate Project
Mercy, Inc., a ministry which raises sup
port for refugees from Ethiopia.
Other activities included a Praise
Celebration Saturday evening, featuring
Taylor's Concert Band and TaylorRingers,

as well as a devotional by President Jay
Kesler. Also, several times of fellowship
were scheduled around ice cream socials,
coffee hours, and other refreshments.

Dave '69 & Susan (Fielitz '67) Mathew and daughters
Amy and Betsy are in England where Dave is par
ticipating in a Fullbright exchange with a British fam
ily. Dave teaches science at the Stonehenge School in
Amesbury, and Susan is a tutor. Their address is 3
Pollen Close, Figheldean NR Salisbury, Wiltshire
SP48JP, England.

Dawn Berge '84 was married on September 8, 1984, to
Gary M. Osborne of West Chicago, IL. Dawn works
as an Inventory Control Analyst for United Airlines
at O'Hare Airport in Chicago. She and Gary live at 539
Indiana, Elmhurst, IL 60126.

Linda Ann Jones '73 and Timothy M. Doll were mar
ried May 25 in Bellefountaine, Ohio. Tim and Linda
are employed by "Saddle Report" magazine in
Shelbyville, Tennessee. Their address is 900 South Brittain, Shelbyville, TN 37160.

Michael Wolford '82 and Lana Lea Behling were mar
ried June 1at Emmanuel Faith Community Church in
Escondido, CA.

Andi DeWeese '77 married Lindell Heath in West
Lafayette on July 13. Andi teaches elementary school
in Monticello, and Lindy teaches high school chemistry.
Their address is P.O. Box 289, 910 S. Prairie St.,
Brookston, IN 47923.

Don and Sharmin (Drake '72) Brenneman are being
reassigned by the USAF to Templehof Central Airport,
Berlin, Germany, where Don will be the Protestant
Chaplain and Sharmin will teach in a Department of
Defense school.
Bob Whitehead '72 is Acting Vice Consul at the
American Embassy in Georgetown, Guyana, where he
lives with wife Agathe and children Wesley and Mary
Ellen. Bob's long-term assignment is as Political Officer
with the State Department.
In June, Richard Hoagland '73 resigned his position as
Vice President for Management and Development with
the Stender Corp. in Charlottesville, VA, and moved
to Washington, D.C., to begin working as a
Cultural/Information Officer with the U.S. Foreign
Service. His address, until he is assigned overseas, is
317 - 10th St. N.E., #14, Washington, D.C. 20002.
Waleed Al-Ibraheem '84 is a computer programmer in
the Kuwait Army, serving his home country as a First
Lieutenant. His address is Block 2, Street 6, House 12,
Al-Omariya, Kuwait, The State of Kuwait.

Marriages
Robin Chernenko '81 married David Chaddock on
September 1, 1984, in McLean, Virginia. Susan
Chernenko '86 was the maid of honor, and Martha
(Palmer '81) Chambers and Vickie George '81 also
attended. Robin and David are living in Pasadena, CA,
where they have each recently completed a Master's
degree at Fuller Theological Seminary. Robin works in
Career Development and Church Relations, and David
is an individual and family therapist.

Want to visit
campus?
Call 1-800-882-2345
(in Indiana)
or 1-800-882-3456
(out of state)

Lynn Hursey '78 was married on October 27, 1984, to
John Reidenbach. Lynn is a teacher and John is a farm
implement mechanic. They live at R. R. 2, Box 18,
Topeka, IN 46571.
Linda Turner '78 was married June 25, 1983, at Kasbeer
Community Church, Kasbeer, IL, to Douglas Kline.
Other Taylor people participating in and attending the
wedding were Carolyn Turner, Brooke (Kraft)
Oskoian, Peggy (Houghtaling) Denham, Sandy
(Stroup) Korenstra, Cindy (Kearby) Newhouse, Kim
(Lickliter) Bennett, Rod and Ronda (Stout) Johnson,
and Lynda (Seaberg) Richert. Doug is a graduate of Le
Tourneau College, Longview, TX, with a degree in
mechanical engineering technology. Both Linda and
Doug work in Elmhurst, IL, and they reside at 105 S.
Lodge Ln., Lombard, IL.
Lynda Seaberg '82 and Mark Richert were married
October 20, 1984, in Wheaton, II. Lynda is employed
at Waste Management, Inc., Oak Brook, IL, as a con
version analyst, and Mark is employed at AT&T Bell
Laboratories as an engineer.
Doug Daniels '82 and Pam Hogan x'83 were married
January 12, and live at 19488 Fred-Amity Road,
Fredericktown, OH 43019. Pam completed her degree
at Biola in 1984.
Lois Sioer '79 married Jim Roelse on December 8,1984.
Jim is a manufacturing engineer with IBM, and Lois is
an administrative assistant with Allstate Insurance. The
couple's address is 189 Eagle Creek, Lexington, KY
40502.
Lori Barnes '80 married Stanely V. Fox on February 9.
The couple resides at 20235 N. 3rd Drive #6, Phoenix,
AZ 85027. Lori teaches first grade at Valley Christian
School. Stan is an engineering manager in Phoenix.

Dr. David M. Ellis '78 married Carol J. Evers in June.
They will be residing at 108 Erie St., Johnstown, PA
15907. Dave is assistant professor of educational
psychology at the University of Pittsburgh campus in
Johnstown.
Dave Carlson '79 & Karen Haegeland '82 were united
in marriage June 16 in Norridge, IL. Taylor alumni in
the wedding party were Ingrid Haegeland x'83, Beth
Anderson x'82, Patty Walker '82, Amy Moore '82,
Steve Campbell '79, John Imrie '79, and Eric Froysland
'79. Karen is a supervisor at Allstate Insurance Co., and
Dave is a manager at Hewitt Associates and a graduate
student at Northwestern University. Their address is
345 Parkview, Glenview, IL 60025.
On July 27, Tim Johnson '81 and Jeanne Gerig were
united in marriage in Fort Wayne. Taylor alumni in
the wedding were Edie (Rader '81) Moon, Bruce Kesler
x'82, Jim Convy '83, Clint Holden '83, and Martha
Koppin '75. Tim is serving as Missions Intern at First
Missionary Church, and Jeanne teaches third grade at
Fort Wayne Christian School. They live at 7331
Lakeridge Dr., Fort Wayne, IN 46819.
Cindy Simmons '81and Dean Whitcomb were married
April 13 in Ashland, Ohio. Taylor alumni in the wed
ding was Jeri (Barlow '81) Millhouse. The Whitcombs
reside in Dean's home town at 1110 Elm St., Ashland,
Ohio 44805.
Julie Perez '85 & Marc Levesque '83 were married May
25 in Marion, IN. They will live in Tyler, Texas, where
Marc will continue in graduate school. Their address
is 3416 Varsity Dr., Apt. 2715, Tyler, TX 75701.
Amy Fuller '84 married David Moser June 8 in Uniondale, IN. David is an accountant with a firm in
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Library on schedule as exterior nears completion
As the final bricks are laid, the last of
the copper roof set in place, and the win
dows installed, construction workers are
ready to swing the emphasis of their work
indoors as cold weather settles in over
Indiana, Taylor University, and the institu
tion's $5 million library.
And with well over half the work com
pleted, the crews are right on schedule.
Planned opening of the library is the begin
ning of the 1986-87 school year.
"We're right on target, or maybe a little
ahead of target," said Norm Mathews, vice
president for business and finance, who has
been the general coordinator of all planning
and construction.
Gaylen Swartz, the project's general
foreman, agrees. "We're at least where we
expected to be at this time," he said. "If
anything, we might be ahead just a little."
Mathews believes the general construc
tion work can be completed by late March,
but Swartz feels that target is tentative, at
best. "This is a pretty good-sized building.
March is optimistic, let's say it that way,"
Swartz said. "It may be just a little later
than that."
So far, the library has presented very few
headaches for Swartz and his crew, which
averages 16-20 men a day. He attributes the
success to LeRoy Troyer & Associates, the
firm that designed the building. "I can't
think of anything that's been a problem,"
Swartz said. "For its size, this is one of the
smoothest projects I've encountered in a
long time."
With 61,000 square feet of interior space
spread through three levels, the library
presents a formidable presence in the center
of campus. Its modern design, with a
multitude of odd angles built into its
perimeter walls, enhances Swartz' apprecia
tion of the project. "Anyone can build a
box," he said, "but this building has
character. They should be pleased with it."
What Mathews appreciates most about
the library is that change orders, which
normally mean added cost, have been
minimal. Bids were already substantially
below initial estimates, and with the few
changes, costs have been kept under
control.
David Dickey, library director, is most
appreciative of the amount of input he,
faculty members, and students, have had
in the design and building of the library.
"When we talk to other colleges, they are
envious beyond belief, because some
libraries are built without any consultation
from the librarians," Dickey said.

Huntington, and Amy teaches first grade at Prairie
Heights Elementary School in LaGrange. Their address
is 2219-1 Abbey Dr., Fort Wayne, IN 46815.
Tammy Hinman '84 and Ron Scott, a graduate of
Spring Arbor College, were married August 3 in
Portage, MI. Taylor alumni in the wedding party were
Lisa Egolf '84, Patti (Millikan '82) Hansen, Janice
Walmsley '85, and David Hinman x'88. Linda Guenther '85 sang and played the piano. Assisting with the
wedding and reception were Debbie Dohner '84, Cindi
Olenik '84, Cristi Grimm '85 and Doug '85 & Susan
(Richey '84) Allgood. Tammy is a graduate student at
Western Michigan University, and Ron is a supervisor
at B.O.C. General Motors in Kalamazoo. The couple
resides at 3011 Danford Creek Dr., Apt. 2C,
Kalamazoo, MI 49009.
Cass Huston '85 & Dean Moyer '84 were united in mar
riage on July 20 in Millersburg, Ohio. Taylor people
in the wedding were Fred Himebaugh '84, Jim Butler
'84, Ronda White '84, Diane Laffoon '85, Jim Camp
bell '84, and Dr. Timothy Sharp, music department
chairman. The Moyers live in Florida where Dean is
director of music at First Presbyterian Church of
Plantation. Their address is 6600 Cypress Road #209,
Plantation, FL 33317.

Planning began in 1979, and architects
later spent two days on campus interview
ing students, faculty and staff to determine
what was vital to the library's design.
Nearly 200 students conferred with them
during this time, evidenced in the library s
final appearance. "The galleria is an idea
that came about almost totally because of
student input," Dickey said. This space
allows students to meet informally, relax,
or stop to warm up on their way to class
without actually entering the library itself.
What also pleases Dickey is that details
of the library are well within national
standards developed by the Association of
College and Research Libraries. Since the
standards are issued only every 10 years,
much of the planning was based upon the
latest standards issued in 1975 and specula
tion. All details of the library meet the
newly-published 1985 standards, also.
Dickey anticipates moving into the
library in early June. "Which will work out
very well for us," he said. "We hope to
move in right after school ends. We could
possibly move in during May, but you just
don't close the library down during final
examination week."
Whenever the move does occur, it won't
be any too early for Dickey. "The condi
tions in this building (Ayres) would be
unbearable if the new building wasn't in the
foreseeable future," Dickey said. About

140,000 volumes are crammed into 19,000
square feet. New books don't even make
it to the library shelves; they're placed on
window sills, tables or book trucks. The
new library has ample room — 61,000

Both hand tools and large equipment are needed for construction.

Lilly grant awarded to computerize holdings
In addition to a new library, a second
blessing has been bestowed upon Library
Director David Dickey and Taylor
University.
The institution has been awarded part of
a $116,000 Lilly Endowment grant to be
used for transferring pre-1977 library
holdings onto a computer-access catalogue.
All library acquisitions since 1977 have
been placed on the On-line Public Access
Catalogue (OPAC) system.
Concordia Theological Seminary in Fort
Wayne, DePauw University in Greencastle,
Earlham College in Richmond, and The
University of Evansville are the other
schools participating in OPAC experiment.
The grant was made to the Indiana Coop
erative Library Services Authority
(INCOLSA), with the funds earmarked for
a test project to determine the best methods
for libraries to add their older collection
records into a national computer database.

Donald A. x'67 and Jayne (Christian x'68) Bradsley
announce the birth of Ezra Pernell on April 3, 1985.
The Bardsleys have two other children, Adina-Renee,
6, and Cyrus, 3.
Joseph and Merita (Miller x'79) King and three-yearold daughter Jalaina welcomed Jacob Dale to the family
on May 1, 1985. Merita works for American United
Life Insurance Co. They live at 5009 Rockville Road,
Indianapolis, IN 46224.
A son, Adam Thomas, was born to Cal and RaeAnn
(Johnson) Stuart, both '80. Adam, who was born on
April 19, was welcomed by a sister, Nikki, 2. The
Stuarts live in Buffalo Grove, IL.
Jim '71 and Merrilee Runyon announce the birth of their
son Jason Paul on February 14. He was welcomed home
by his IVi-year-old sister Rebecca. Jim is a member of
Technical Staff at Bell Labs in Naperville, Illinois,
working on the digital switch. The Runyons' address
is 30 W. 610 Avard, West Chicago, IL 60185.
Alan and Patty (Baxendale '77) Cook announce the
birth of their third son, Brian Elliot Cook, on April 17.
At home to welcome Brian were big brothers Stephen,
2V2, and Kyle, IV2. The Cooks have recently moved
to 358 Wilcox Ave., Elgin, IL 60120.

Money from the grant pays for all
on-line additions, at 75® per card, as well
as 36% of the student wages for trans
ferring a card to the on-line system.
Once the funds are consumed, the re
maining expenses will have to be footed by
the individual colleges. In other words, the
school that completes the project first will
benefit the most. And that is where Taylor
University has the edge.
"We have been working on the project
for the past two years on a slow basis,"
Dickey said. "We were already doing it
while the others were just getting started.
We've just upped our work level."
Approximately 115,000 library holdings
needed to be typed into the on-line system.
According to Dickey, the project is about
halfway completed, but he will make no
prediction on when the job will be finished.
During the summer, the library has
averaged about 8,000 transfers to the
on-line system per month. That pace will

Peter Roye was born April 27,1981. The family resides
at 2601 North 9th Street, Sheboygen, WI 53081.
A1 '75 and Danielle (Messinger '76) Mathis joyfully
announce the birth of their son Jordan Taylor. Jordan
was born on January 23. He joins his two big brothers,
Allen, 6 and Brandon 3V2. A1 completed his masters
in business administration at Samford University in
December and is currently president of DeSoto Caverns
in Childersburg, Alabama. Danielle finds her role as
homemaker both challenging and rewarding. They
have not moved, but their box number has changed
and their address is now: Rt. 1, Box 264, Childersburg,
Alabama 35044.
Rev. Doyle and Jane (Bogantz '75) Peyton announce
the birth of Brinne Ellen Peyton on March 11.

With the OPAC system, the legendary
card catalogue so familiar to library users
may be a thing of the past. "Our plan is
to have an on-line catalogue," Dickey said.
"We're not going to pitcb our cards away,
but we're not going to add cards. My plan
is in two years to do away with them."

December 2, 1984. Brooke has a brother Kevin Miles,
2V2. The family's address is 11288 East 200 North,
Greentown, IN 46936.
Doug '77 and Marti Taylor Starkey annonce the birth
of their first child Paige Elizabeth. Paige was born
January 28. Three days later the Starkeys moved into
a home at 5504 Freedom Court, Indianapolis, IN 46254.
Marti is now a full-time mother and a part-time
attorney in the law firm of Dillion & Cohen, and Doug
is Corporate Attorney for Basic American Industries.
Joseph Aaron Carmany was born June 16 to James '69
and Wanda Carmany. Joseph has an older brother
Paul, three years old. The family lives at 1630 Chat
tanooga Ave., Youngstown, Ohio 44514.

Gary '75 and Janet Friesen announce the birth of Arlene
Marie on March 17. The Friesen family lives in Manila,
Philippines, where Gary teaches at Faith Academy.
Their address is: Faith Academy, P.O. Box 820, Com
mercial Ctr., Makati, Metro Manila 3117, Philippines.

Todd David was born on Independence Day to Gary
'72 & Diane '74 Feenstra. Todd and sisters Heidi and
Katie live with their parents at 151 Euna Vista Drive,
Holland, MI.

Jim and Pam (Kareus '81) Pursley are celebrating the
birth of Kyle Lewis on February 16. The happy family
lives at 8237 East Sells, Scottsdale, AZ 85251.

Robert '72 & Deborah Maxwell are pleased to announce
the birth of daughter Ahley Jean on Oct. 8, 1982.
Ashley, her older brother Robert, and their parents live
at 202 Hartford Ave., Wilder, Vermont 05088.

Jeff '72 and Joy (Sidebotham '74) Archer announce the
birth of Timothy Michael on February 19. His big sister
Kate is very proud of him. The Archer family lives ar
4465 Chebar Street, Pfafftown, NC 27040.

David '72 & Carole (Pickering '73) MacRae announce
the arrival of son Adam David, born Feb. 23. He and
sisters Erin and Shannon recently moved with their
folks to 8405 Baileau Oaks, Ada, MI 49301.

Don (Fuzz) '79 and Bev (Ehringer '80) Fugett announce
the arrival of their son Bradley Eric. He was born
October 5, 1984. Don is an L.P.N, and Director of
Nursing in a nursing home in Indianapolis, and Bev is
teaching in Indianapolis. They live at 1552 S. Belmont
Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46221.

Dave '73 & Karen (Nystrom '72) Beechy added Laura
Diane to their family in January. Laura, brother Mark,
and sister Janette live in Batavia, Illinois, with their
parents.

Cynthia Wieting '84 & John R. Bennett '85 were mar
ried July 27 in Indianapolis, IN.

Dr. '76 and Mrs. Roy Ringenberg (Marabeth Johannes
'75) announce the birth of Ruth Esther on April 10. The
older children, Sarah and Peter, are pleased to have
a little sister. The Ringenberg family was accepted on
May 2 by the Missionary Church as Missionaries on
Loan to World Radio Missionary Fellowship. They are
with the WRMF Hospital in Quito, Ecuador, where
Roy teaches internal medicine to medical students,
interns, and residents, and conducts Bible studies for
the students.

Rod and Robin (Deeter '79) Merrick were blessed as
well as saddened at the birth of Joshua Dean and his
twin brother Aaron Michael, who was stillborn. Joshua
joins sister Casey, 5, and brother Kyle, 3.

David and Linda (Roye '71) Schnable announce the
birth of Jack Roye Schnable on April 24. Big brother

Stan and Janet (Kirkpatrick '76) Middlesworth wel
comed the arrival of their daughter Brooke Adelle on
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In addition to current library holdings,
Dickey said he intends to place Taylor's
record collection, Learning Resource Center
materials, and the Science Library's collec
tion on-line. All resources will be accessi
ble by computer through interlibrary loan
to students, faculty, and members of the
general public who use libraries in Indiana
and across the nation.

Tim & Diane Bardsley '71 welcomed Isaac Joseph on
January 26. He joins sisters Rebecca and Joanna and
brother Luke at Box 174, 267 Main Street, Sturbridge,
MA 01566.

John '78 and Anita (Snyder x'77) Rigel are praising the
Lord for the safe arrival of their second daughter. Amy
Lynn was one month early. Amy's big sister is Michelle
Dawn, 3. The Rigels recently moved to 3839 C.R. 27,
Auburn, IN 46706. John teaches history at Eastside Jr.Sr. High School in Butler, IN. Anita is a staff RN parttime at Dekalb Memorial Hospital in Auburn.

Births

slow considerably now that the school year
has started, especially since the staff now
has to tackle transferring the more difficult
holdings, books which will have to be
pulled from the shelves to determine infor
mation to be placed on-line.

Chant and Marcia (Cripe) Thompson, both '75,
announce the birth of Shea Landon Thompson on
February 14. Shea has a brother, Judd, who is 2 V i .

Carolyn Larsen '84 & Timothy Senter '84 were joined
in marriage Nov. 17, 1984, in Nanuet, NY. Taylor
alumni in the wedding party were Traci Haines '84,
Linda Pedersen '85, Rollin Ford '84, and Tom Lewinski '84. Tim is employed with J.l.C. Electric and
Carolyn works at American Yazaki. They reside at
31036 Tamarack, Apt. 21301, Wixom, Ml 48096.

Catherine Middlesworth '85 & Matthew Moses '85 were
united in marriage May 25 in Converse, IN. Their
address is 3117-G S. 145th East Avenue, Tulsa, OK
74134. Cathy has a teaching position and Matt is
manager of a restaurant.

square feet — and is built with possible
future expansion in mind.
"In the 20 years it's been coming, the fact
that it's actually happening is almost
unbelievable," Dickey said.

Larissa Michelle was born to Larry '73 & Wesena
(Adcock '74) Jordan on June 22. Larissa's older
brothers, Nathan and Andrew, live at 223 Morgan
Drive, Joplin, MO 64801, with their folks.
Tony '73 & Barb (Troilo '72) Proto welcomed John
Michael to the family in May, joining three sisters and
one brother. The Proto family lives at 803 Happy Creek
Lane, West Chester, PA 19380.

Wheels rolls through Upland
The Wandering Wheels Circle America
team reached the 9,000 mile mark on its
way around the United States' perimeter as
it rolled into Upland in early September.
After stopping in Fort Wayne on
September 6 for two days, the Perimeter
riders travelled into Upland Sunday after
noon, September 8, for an evening meal
prepared by the community and a service
at the Upland Mennonite Church. The
group was also responsible for a Taylor
University New Student Orientation pro
gram Tuesday morning, as well as for
opening Taylor's first chapel service of the
school year the next day.
After the chapel program, the Circle
America team once again mounted the
bikes and rode into Berne, Indiana. For the
next two-and-a-half months, the group of
over 50 bikers will be riding through Ohio
and New York on its way to the East Coast,
following the Atlantic seaboard southward
into Georgia.
There, the journey is scheduled to end
November 23 on St. Simons Island, in
Brunswick, which was also the starting
point for the trip that began February 2.

Upon completion, the Circle America team
will have covered nearly 12,000 miles
through 34 states.
Along the way, the Perimeter riders have
been presenting programs at churches as
well as working on community projects,
such as painting houses for the elderly and
cleanup tasks. Coach Bob Davenport esti
mates that the Circle America team will
have donated over $50,000 in labor, cal
culated at minimum wage, by the trip's
end.
The team's service is reciprocated by the
generosity of people along the way. Meals
are donated to the riders several days of the
week, in addition to housing overnight and
shower facilities. And a lot of the acts of
kindness toward the riders is spontaneous.
"The people have made the trip," '79
Taylor graduate Deb Carlburg said. "They
are so excited by it, that it gets us excited.
At the end of the day, you forget about the
headwinds 'cause the people were so great."
Ten months on the road has created a
community-on-wheels. "It's not a trip
anymore," Taylor student Neal Gore said.
"It's become a way of life."

Probe, Welcome Weekend orient
new students with college life
Seventy Probe leaders and Wendy
Koons, director of special programs and
placement, had the task of introducing over
400 students to college life through New
Student Orientation.
The program was developed as a method
to help in the prevention of students drop
ping out or transferring if they feel they
don't fit in on campus. "It's those first three
months that are critical," Koons said.
"They're still high school students, but
they're going to college classes.
"The whole concept behind the program
is if you can get a student to have some per
sonal contact, someone to get in touch
with, then that could be the one thing that
keeps him at Taylor."
New Student Orientation was underway
well before classes began this fall. All
freshmen and transfer students reported to
Taylor University Friday, Sept. 6, and had
a mixer that night in the Hodson Dining
Commons, while the parents met in the
Rediger Chapel/Auditorium. After a full
day of testing Saturday, the new students
gathered at Taylor Lake for a Luau.

Small group discussion is the basis for
New Student Orientation. A group of five
or six new students meets with a student
leader a couple times each week to talk
about the adjustment to college life.

Dennis '73, Joyce (Shoemaker '74) and Amy Young
announce the birth of Heather Kristen on June 21. The
Young family lives at 29652 Shacket, Westland, MI
48185.

Steve '80 & Mary (Klosterman '78) Haun. They are
Luke Galen, Lauren Mae, and Peter James, and all are
doing well. The Haun family lives at 2443 Edgevale
Road, Columbus, Ohio 43221.

Gretchen and Dennis '73 Zimmerman announce the
birth of Adrienne Elise on June 23. The family lives at
5519 Albany Court, Fort Wayne, IN 46815.

Craig and Penny (James '82) Stone announce the birth
of Loressa Elaine on June 5. The family lives at 1317
Ring Court, Kokomo, IN 46902.

Gary and Jo (Calhoun '74) Farwell are the proud
parents of Rachael Ann, born April 14. They reside at
2343-24y2 St., Rock Island, IL 61201.

Emily Tyne was born March 30 to Lisa and Chris '82
Teagle. The family resides at 912 W. North Street,
Muncie, IN 47303.

Joel and Janell (Tharp '74) Hibbs and son Jesse wel
comed Jodi Janell to the family on July 13. They live
at 1240 Seneca Dr., Burns, OR 97720.

Rob and Maribeth (True '84) Fleischhauer announce the
birth of Ashley Nicole on June 24. Their address is 6614
Windmill Dr., Middletown, Ohio 45040.

Alyssa Nicole was born to Lenetta and Bruce '74 Pratt
on June 6. The family lives at 1814 Westlea Dr.,
Marion, IN 46952.
Bob '75 & Paula (DeGraff '73) Hunt are pleased to
announce the birth of Ian Robert on March 5. Ian, sister
Darcey, and brother Matthew live with their parents
at P.O. Box 141, Newcastle, Maine 04533.
David and Connie (Abbott) Conant '76 announce the
birth of Corey Michael on Feb. 16. He joins brothers
Nathan and Dustin. The Conants live at 1172 E. 341
St., Eastlake, Ohio 44094.
Nichole Lynn has joined the family of Mark and Jill
(Gusteens '77) Desjardins in their new home at 1525
N. Dee Road, Park Ridge, IL 60068.
Steve and Cynthia (Metzenbacher '77) Smith are
delighted with the birth of their first child, Jordan Lee,
on Sept. 12, 1984. The family lives at RD #2 Box 242
A, Cambridge Springs, PA 16403.
David '79 & Carol (Stipanuk '78) Smith announce the
birth of Kaleb David on April 11. Kaleb joins sisters
Emily and Karan and his parents at Via Triulziana 34,
20097 San Donato, Milanase, Italia.
Arnie and Debbie (Lapham '80) Gillesse have been
blessed with a little girl, Laura Ann, born May 15. The
Gillesse family lives at 2371 Lake in the Woods Blvd.
#648, Ypsilanti, MI 48198.
Triplets were born May 31, eight weeks premature, to

Sunday afternoon the students gathered
in small groups to visit homes of some
faculty members, and that evening a
singspiration and communion service was
held at the lake. A cookout for new
students and returning students alike was
held Monday evening, once again at the
lake.
The weekend before fall session was not
actually the beginning of New Student
Orientation. Koons had been hard at work
all summer preparing the program, and the
70 student leaders — mostly sophomores
— met a week early to prepare and train
for the program. These students volunteer
their time, normally four to five hours per
week for the first eight weeks of school, to
make New Student Orientation click. "The
program is a success because of the student
leaders," Koons said.

Deaths
Word has been received of the death of John Emary
'51 on October 28, 1984, following a heart attack. John
and his wife were missionaries with the Christian &
Missionary Alliance, assigned to the Alliance Academy
in Quito, Ecuador. This information was furnished by
Harold Land '75 who, with his wife Nancy (Shepson
'76), is a missionary assigned to the Alliance Academy.
Marjorie Cook '61, associate dean of Miami's College
of Arts and Science, died at McCullough-Hyde
Memorial Hospital after a year-long struggle with
amyolotrophic lateral sclerosis, or Lou Gehrig's disease.
Marjorie began teaching in Warsaw, IN, after gradua
tion from Taylor, and she completed her master's and
doctoral degrees from Southern Illinois University in
1971. She taught English at Miami since 1967. In 1974
she took the position as associate dean and budget
officer for the College of Arts and Science. Marjorie
taught English to disadvantaged Miami students and
also taught poetry seminars through the graduate level.
She was a nationally acclaimed Robert Frost scholar
and a member of the Robert Frost Society. She was also
a member of the Modern Language Association, the
American Association for the Advancement of
Humanities, and the Holy Trinity Episcopal Church of
Oxford. She is survived by her parents, and two sisters,

1985-86 TAYLOR ATHLETICS
* Parents Weekend
* "Homecoming
SOCCER
6&7 Marion Tournament
10
14
20&21
26
*28
Oct,
2
5
9
12
19
23
**26
Nov.
2
4-9
r.

A

Purdue Calumet
Bethel College
Greenville Trny.
Grace College
IUPUI (Club)
Manchester College
Grand Rapids Bapt.
St. Francis, F.W.
Siena Hts., MI
Rose Hulman
Huntington
Spring Arbor
Goshen College
NAIA Districts

A
H
A
H
H
H
H
A
A
A
A
H
A
A

4:00
12:00
2:00
4:00
1:30
TBA
4:00
11:00
4:00
2:00
3:30
1:00
1:00
3:30
10:00
2:00
TBA

Joe Lund

26
*28

Earlham
Cedarville &
St. Josephs
Oct.
1 Marian
5 Anderson Trny.
8 IUPUI, Huntington,
Tri State
10 Franklin
12 Marion, Grace,
Spring Arbor
@ Marion
15 Anderson
19 I.U. Southeast
25&26 NCCAA Districts
@ IUPUI
15&16 NCCAA Natls.
@ Marion
Coach:

11 Butler Inv.
14 Grace Inv.
21 T.U. Inv.
28 Christian College
Inv. @ Goshen Col.
5 Tri State Inv.
12 NCCAA Districts
18 Little State
@ Bloomington
**26 NAIA Dist. #21
@ Mounds St. Pk.
9 NCCAA Nationals
@ Cedarville, OH
16 NAIA Nationals
@ Kenosha, WI

Oct.

Nov.

:

A 10:15
A 10:00
A

9:45

A
H
H
A
A
A
H
A
H

1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30

Oct.

Coach:

Ray Bullock

Oct.

Nov.
Coach:

14 Kentucky Wesleyan
21 Valparaiso
*28 Eureka College
5 Alma College
12 Rose Hulman
19 Wabash College
**26 DePauw University
2 Grand Rapids
9 Geneva College (PA)
Jim Law

Sept.

11
14
21
28

Oct.

5
12
18
1 *26

Nov.

2
9
16

Butler Inv.
Grace Inv.
23rd T.U. Inv.
Christian College
Inv. @ Goshen Col.
Tri State Inv.
NCCAA Dist. Ill
Little State
@ Bloomington
NAIA #21
@ Mounds St. Pk.
Tri State
NCCAA Nationals
@ Cedarville, OH
NAIA Nationals
@ Kenosha, WI

4:00
A
A 11:00
H 10:30
A 11:45
A 12:00
11:00
A
4:00
A 11:00

Oct.

Oakland City
Goshen Trny.
Manchester

4:00
H
A 3:00
H 3:00
A 10:00
A 3:00
H
4:00
H 3:00
A TBA
A .3:00
H 3:00
A 1:00

11
14
17
19
25
*27
*28
2
5
11
12
18-19

Goshen
Marian
Indiana Central
Butler
Huntington
St. Francis
Marian
Earlham
DePauw
Franklin
St. Mary's
NAIA District #21
@ Anderson

A
A
H
A
A
H
H
H
A
A
A

3:30
10:00
3:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
10:00
3:00
10:00
3:30
10:00
TBA

BASKETBALL (Men's)
6:30
8:30
7:30
H
26 St. Francis
A 8:30
29 IU Southeast
A 8:30
30 Bellarmine, KY
A
7:30
6&7 Berea Trny., KY
Dec.
Sat. 9:30
5:30 & c 7:30
H
7:30
10 Manchester
Friday
6&8
13&14 TU/Ivanhoe
Classic
Saturday 1&3
A
7:30
19 Earlham
A 6:30
27&28 Wooster Trny.
8:30
Grace Trny.

H 11:00
A 11:00

Coach:

Paul Patterson

A 11:00

Nov.
Dec.

19
22
26
5
12
14
16

Coach:

Diana Jones

A

BASKETBALL (Ladies')

VOLLEYBALL
20
21
24

A
7:00
A 5:00
A 10:15

Coach:

George Glass

Sept.

A 10:00

Ric Seaman

Nov. 22&23

CROSS COUNTRY (Men's)

6:00
7:00

TENNIS (Ladies')
Sept.

FOOTBALL
Sept.

H
A

Jill Wyant
12 Grace
17 Marian
19 Marion
21 Manchester
24 Goshen
25 Bluffton
1 Tri-State
4&5 NAIA District #21
9 Anderson
10 Marian
15 Huntington

A
4:00
A 9:00
H 11:15
A 11:00
A 1:00
11:45
A 3:00

H 11:00
H 11:00
A 10:00

TENNIS (Men's)
Sept.

CROSS COUNTRY (Ladies')
Sept.

6:00

A

H 6:00
A 10:00
A
7:00

Emily Montel of Greenbush, MI, and Avonelle Warner
of West Lafayette, IN.
Andrea Joy Doles was born April 22 at 10:06 p.m. and
died 2Vz hours later. Her parents, Steve '78 and Joy
(Kruizenga '81) Doles, live at Route 1, Box 169,
Greensburg, IN 47240.
Virginia (Beckrink '36) Jacobs died February 11. Her
husband Russell '35 lives at 4833 Brookhurst Rd.,
Sylvania, OH 43560.
Becky Ellenwood '79 died April 1, after a battle of IV2
years against a rare type of cancer known as malignant
hestiocytosis. Throughout her illness she maintained
her full-time status in her work with Young Life. Her
faith was unwavering and her witness was clear.
Word has been received of the death of Robert
Spoolstra '46 on November 26, 1983. Until his retire
ment, Bob and his wife Marjorie (Arnold '45) owned
and operated a bookstore in Angola, IN. Marjorie lives
at 608 Bluffview Drive, Angola, In 46703.
The Rev. Dr. Harold John Ockenga '27 died at his home
on February 8 of cancer. He was an internationallyknown leader committed to the evangelization of the
world. During his thirty-three years as pastor of
Boston's historic Park Street Church, the church
experienced phenomenal growth in its missionary,
evangelistic, and educational ministries, supporting 72
missionaries in 48 countries. Dr. Ockenga has preached
in almost every continent. He was founder and first
president of the National Association of Evangelicals,
co-founder and president of Fuller Theological
Seminary, and Chairman of the Board of "Christian
ity Today." He is the author of thirteen books, and has
been awarded nine honorary degrees. Holder of the
B.D. from Westminster and the Ph.D. from the Univer
sity of Pittsburgh, Dr. Ockenga became president of
Gordon College and Divinity School in 1969. He later
became chancellor of Gordon College and president of
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary.
Lois Grace Frey Barham '30 died June 18 in
Mechanicsburg, PA. She had been a missionary in Zim
babwe and Zambia from 1931 to 1984 before moving
to her daughter's house in Ottowa. Due to ill health,
Lois moved to the Nursing department of Messiah
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Village in Mechanicsburg. Her sister, Mabel Frey
Hensel '35 lives at Messiah Village with her husband
David, and her brother Ernest M. Frey '24 lives in
Tomball, Texas.
Evelyn (Smith '54) Barrows, wife of Rev. Gordon
Barrows '56, died May 4 of pulmonary embolism.
Gordon is grateful for the prayers and support of
parishioners and other friends. His address is Box 144B,
Route 322, Williamsfield, Ohio 44093.
Richard Carron '83 was killed June 17 in a motorcycle
accident enroute to his parents' home in Iowa. Richard
was a physics and science teacher and assistant girls'
track coach at Boone Grove High School in Indiana.
His parents' address is 2632 E. Sheridan, Des Moines,
IA 50317.
TAYLOR POLICY OF NONDISCRIMINATION:
Taylor University does not discriminate against any
qualified individual on the basis of race, color, sex,
handicap, or national or ethnic origin in access to, or
participation in its educational programs, activities, or
employment policies as required by Title VI, Civil
Rights Act; Title IX, 1972 Education Amendments; and
Section 503-504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Direct inquiries to Dr. Daryl R. Yost, Provost/Execu
tive Vice President, Administration Building, Taylor
University, Upland, Indiana 46989, 317-998-2751, or
to Director, Office of Civil Rights, D.H.E.W.,
Washington, D.C.

Admissions needs you!
Call 1-800-882-2345
(in Indiana)
or 1-800-882-3456
(out of state)
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Fall teams hope experience pays off
Measuring experience is no easy task,
and the coaches of Taylor's fall sports
teams are not climbing out on any limbs
by forecasting success.
Last year's teams featured a young look,
and this year's success is based upon the
amount of experience gained during the
past campaign. Both cross country teams
and the football team are filled with
optimism, while the volleyball and soccer
teams are waiting to see what kind of
maturity has developed over the
off-season.
Men's Cross Country
Taylor's cross country team is an
"unusual" group from the standpoint of ex
perience, according to coach George Glass.
Eleven runners return from last year's
squad, including all but one of last season's
lettermen. And only one of those runners
is a senior, which indicates even more
positive thinking for the future.
"We're starting on a very optimistic
note," Glass stated. "We have a good
bunch back, but they're still young."
Glass is looking for four juniors to form
the nucleus at the head of this year's team:
Brian Shepherd, Jeff Petersen, Doug Corn
field, and Pete Bowman.
Ladies' Cross Country
Now that the team is beyond its rookie
season, women's cross country coach Ray
Bullock is depending upon last year's ex
perience and the return of his six top run
ners to pave the way to a successful year.
"The positive experience of last year will
strengthen us this year," Bullock said.
"We were respectable last year, but we
can be much improved this year."

The ladies were fourth in the NAIA
District 21, fifth in the NCCAA Nationals,
and sixth in the Little State meet last season.
Much of that success rode on the shoulders
of Jodi Williamson, now a junior, who last
year was an NCCAA All-American and
NAIA Nationals qualifier. "She's going to
be tough to beat," Bullock said. "I don't see
more than one or two girls beating her this
year, if she stays healthy."
Football
With 16 starters and 31 lettermen return
ing, football coach Jim Law is expecting last
year's experience to make his club much
improved this season. "We're going to be
a more mature ball team physically and
mentally this year," Law said. "Conse
quently, we should make fewer mistakes.
That's going to be one of the critical
things."
Last year's offensive line returns in full,
anchored by Honorable All-American
tackle Wade Russell and three-year starters
Frank Stumme and Bob Haymond. The
backfield is still solid, despite the loss of
Honorable Mention All-American Scott
Houck, and Law expects an exciting, wellbalanced offensive attack if the receiver
corp develops.
Defense should be the most improved
part of the team, Law feels. There is good
depth in the line and backers, and plenty
of experience there, also. The question
mark is in the backfield, where several
players return, but none with extensive
playing time.
Troy Silvernale, with a fifty-yards plus
field goal range, returns as the team's
kicker, but Law said he has not settled on
a punter.

Spahr awarded NAIA scholarship
Tom Spahr, a Taylor University junior
and member of the Trojan baseball team,
has been selected as the 1985 recipient of
the Gene Waldron Scholarship Award.
The NAIA award was instituted in 1964
in memory of Gene Waldron, who was
instrumental during the formulative years
of the NAIA World Series baseball tourna
ment. With the honor is a $300 grant to
Taylor University to be used for Spahr dur
ing the 1985-86 academic year.
The award is based upon scholastic as
well as athletic ability. All NAIA schools
may nominate one junior baseball player
for the award; a three-member NAIA com
mittee then decides upon the winner based
on academic and athletic criteria.
"We don't typically award a Most
Valuable Player," Trojan baseball coach
Larry Winterholter said, "but if we did,

Tom would've probably been awarded the
honor by the team." Spahr, who pitched
and played first base, recorded the team's
best earned run average while posting a 6-2
record, including a victory over Big Ten
opponent Purdue. He also batted .364, and
has hit over .330 all three years of college
play.
Spahr is a competitor in the classroom,
as well. He holds a 3.8 grade point average
on a 4.0 scale while studying in Taylor's
Honors Program. A math education major,
Spahr is presently student teaching at
North Central High School in Indianapolis.
"Having a recipient selected from our
college is an honor to Tom, Larry, Taylor
baseball, and Taylor University," George
Glass, athletic director, said. "I certainly
join in the congratulations to Tom on the
award."
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Soccer

last year's experience as an intercollegiate
soccer team should pay off. "We have a
core coming back that should be pretty
solid," Lund said. "We have a few new peo
ple coming in who should be good ball
players, too."

Fourteen returning lettermen does not
make soccer coach Joe Lund optimistic. Not
after a 2-8-2 season and the graduation of
his entire front line and middle halfback.
"Our offense is what has to be rebuilt,"
Lund said, "although there wasn't much of
that last year."

Volleyball
Teresa Summit and Tracy Bane, seniors
this season and last year's team captains,
are the two ladies volleyball coach Jill
Wyant is looking toward as the key to a
successful season.
Ten women lettered during last season's
14-26 campaign, and the addition of
freshman Karen Ramsland adds some
strength to the lineup. "Hopefully, we'll be
able to improve upon that record," Wyant
said.
"Our schedule should be easier this
year," she added, citing the stiff competi
tion against the larger schools as being
significant in the final overall record. "Last
year's schedule was horrible."

Several of Taylor's losses were 1-0 or 2-0
matches. "I'd like to put some punch on the
front line so that if the other team scores,
we know we are still in the game," Lund
said. One idea Lund is playing with is mov
ing sweeper and top player Doug Stephens
to the front line.
But that weakens a strong defense that
is returning. Two transfer students, Rick
Dickson and Jim D'Arcy, may be the
answer. "I'm hoping the new recruits can
provide some solid offense or else help with
our defense," Lund said.
Other returnees should form a strong
nucleus for this year's team, Lund feels, and

Tennis receives second serve
Tennis, anyone?
After a year's lapse, tennis has returned
to Taylor University as an intercollegiate
sport. And although a year out of action
would normally mean all sorts of schedul
ing headaches, both men's and ladies' tennis
teams have a full slate for this fall.
"Due to the time we reinstated tennis, I
thought we'd have more trouble than we
had in scheduling," George Glass, Taylor's
athletic director, said. "The other schools
have been very cooperative, and we have
a full schedule."
What is really amazing is that both teams
have a healthy balance of home and away
matches. Glass made certain of this by
being somewhat forceful in his dealings
with the other schools. By requiring a twoyear agreement with each opponent,
Taylor was assured of having one home
meet with the other school during one of
the two seasons.
"I'm thrilled," Glass said. "I can't believe
it myself that we got that many home
matches. I told Dr. Yost that we may be
on the road all this first season, but it didn't
work out like that."
Glass believes he knows the reason, too.
"Even though we discontinued tennis, it
had been one of our stronger sports," he
said. "I think it reflects on Taylor's past and
history; we've been successful. Because of
this, they're willing to put us back on their
schedule."
As evidenced by the full schedule for
both teams, reaction to Taylor's reinstate
ment of tennis has been favorable. "None

of the other schools have asked us why,"
Glass said. "It's all been positive. The 'why'
came when we dropped it — why at that
time, why those sports."
Taylor's year away from competitive
intercollegiate tennis has had far differing
effects on the makeup of the two teams.
The men's team, on one hand, has but one
player, Marty Reithgraf, returning from the
1983 team. This has led Steve Brooks, assis
tant coach, scrambling for likely
candidates.
So far, Brooks has come up with 14
young men, although he needs only eight
or nine players. But they are unknowns.
"How good they are, we have no idea," he
said. "Time will only tell."
The ladies' team, however, has been kept
alive as a club, thanks to the efforts of pro
fessor Dave Hess. The Taylor Women's
Tennis Club had already scheduled some
matches for this season, and its activity last
year helped in scheduling this year, Glass
said.
"They kept women's tennis alive — due
to Dave Hess. That makes it a lot easier to
get things going this fall," Glass said.
"They're going to be right back in
business."
Tennis, along with golf, field hockey and
wrestling, had been cut following the
1983-84 school year because of budgetary
reasons. Golf, like tennis, has been rein
stated, and Glass said the spring schedule
is filled. Most meets, as is the trend in col
lege golf, will be invitationals. The annual
Taylor Invitational will be reinstated also.
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